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Me	  llamo	  ______________________________________________	  	   La	  fecha	  es	  el	  ___	  /	  ___	  /___	  	  	   	   	  La	  hora	  es	  ___	  	  
Blood Brothers 

{CBS – 60 Minutes} 
1) Who are Francisco Rivera Ordonez and Cayetano?     

2) What happened to Francisco and Cayetano’s father?   

3) We’ve learned bullfighting began in Spain.  Where does this show say it began?   

4) How does a bullfight always end?   

5) How many bullfighters and bulls are in the fight?   

6) How does Cayetano (or any fighter for that matter) know a fight has started?    

7) Why is the cape really red?     

8) What happens during the “moment of truth”?  Hint: It’s not simply killing the bull!  

9) What does the audience do to show they liked the show?    

Commercial  
10) What body part of the bull does a Matador receive when he kills the bull?    

11) What happens with the second bull that upset Cayetano?   

 

Commercial  
12) How long has Cayetano been fighting?   

13) How long has Francisco Rivera Ordonez been fighting?   

14) About how many fights do Francisco and Cayetano do a year?   
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15) What is special about Francisco and Cayetano’s family?    

16) Who does Francisco pray to before a fight?   

17) According to the fan, how do the two brothers fight differently?   
 
 

Commercial  
18) At what age did Cayetano decide to become a bullfighter?    

19) Why did Cayetano decide to become a bullfighter?    

20) What two skills do they teach at bullfighting school?   

21) At what age can boys begin bullfighting?   

22) What other “job” does Cayetano currently have?  How do the Spaniards feel about it?   
 
 

Commercial  
23) How is José Tomas different from the brothers?      

24) Who was Manolete?   

25) How much does a seat cost to watch José Tomas?   

26) What did Francisco get from the King of Spain and why is it controversial?   
 
 
 
Commercial  

27) When the brothers fight together, which brother is hurt?   

28) What does the second brother do as a result?   

29) What happens to the hurt brother?   
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Me	  llamo	  _____ANSWER	  KEY________________	  	   La	  fecha	  es	  el	  ___	  /	  ___	  /___	  	  	   	   	  La	  hora	  es	  ___	  	  
	  

Blood Brothers 
{CBS – 60 Minutes} 

1) Who are Francisco Rivera Ordonez and Cayetano? FAMOUS BULLFIGHTERS   

2) What happened to Francisco and Cayetano’s father? DIED IN THE RING 

3) We’ve learned bullfighting began in Spain.  Where does this show say it began? CRETE (GREECE) 

4) How does a bullfight always end? IN DEATH – EITHER FOR BULL OR BULLFIGHTER 

5) How many bullfighters and bulls are in the fight? 3 BULLFIGHTERS / 6 BULLS 

6) How does Cayetano (or any fighter for that matter) know a fight has started?  MUSIC SOUND 

7) Why is the cape really red?  TO HIDE THE BLOOD  

8) What happens during the “moment of truth”?  Hint: It’s not simply killing the bull!  

9) What does the audience do to show they liked the show?  WAVES WHITE HANDKERCHIEFS 

Commercial  
10) What body part of the bull does a Matador receive when he kills the bull?  THE EAR 

11) What happens with the second bull that upset Cayetano? IT ATTACKS/HURTS ONE OF HIS MEN 

 

Commercial  
12) How long has Cayetano been fighting? 3 YEARS 

13) How long has Francisco Rivera Ordonez been fighting? 13 YEARS 

14) About how many fights do Francisco and Cayetano do a year? 60  
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15) What is special about Francisco and Cayetano’s family?  THEY’RE ALL BULLFIGHTERS 

16) Who does Francisco pray to before a fight? PATRON SAINT AND VIRGIN MARY 

17) According to the fan, how do the two brothers fight differently? FRANCISCO IS POPULAR, 
CAYETANO IS ARTISTIC 

 
 

Commercial  
18) At what age did Cayetano decide to become a bullfighter?  27 Y/O 

19) Why did Cayetano decide to become a bullfighter?  FAMILY TRADITION - DESTINY 

20) What two skills do they teach at bullfighting school? CAPE AND SWORD 

21) At what age can boys begin bullfighting? 8 Y/O 

22) What other “job” does Cayetano currently have?  How do the Spaniards feel about it? FASHION 
MODEL – PURISTS THINK BULLFIGHTERS SHOULD STICK TO BULLFIGHTING 

 
 

Commercial  
23) How is José Tomas different from the brothers?   QUIET, RESERVED, DOESN’T GIVE INTERVIEWS  

24) Who was Manolete? GREATEST BULLFIGHTER IN LAST CENTURY 

25) How much does a seat cost to watch José Tomas? $1,000 

26) What did Francisco get from the King of Spain and why is it controversial? FINE ARTS MEDAL – 
JOSÉ TOMAS GAVE HIS BACK, SAYING FRANCISCO’S WIN WAS DUE TO FAMILY TIES 
Commercial  

27) When the brothers fight together, which brother is hurt? CAYETANO 

28) What does the second brother do as a result? FRANCISCO JUMPS OUT TO PROTECT BROTHER 

29) What happens to the hurt brother?  IN HOSPITAL FOR 1 MO, TOOK REST OF SEASON OFF  


